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ABSTRACT The Embassy of France in South Africa has supported the promotion of science and technology at Scifest Africa, South Africa’s annual National Science Festival held in Grahamstown, Eastern Cape, since 2001. The workshops presented by French volunteers mostly address space-related topics, and through the years, the contents of workshops have evolved to meet the ever-growing interest of those in attendance in space. The French workshops have become a laboratory for the development of original activities and best practice in partnerships with organisations in South Africa. They deal with rockets, satellites, weather balloon, robots: a dozen of workshops have been created or customised for the South African context, and are inspired by best practice developed in France, with support from CNES. Overcoming the local constraints, the hands-on activities and exhibitions grew to meet more than 2’700 young South Africans, in parallel to the challenges South Africa is facing to develop its own space programs.



1-INTRODUCTION: A HOST AND SPONSORS 1.1 Scifest Africa, (formerly Sasol Scifest) is South Africa’s National Science Festival [1], which takes place in Grahamstown, Eastern Cape, in late March or early April every year. Scifest Africa was the first festival of its kind on the continent and was launched in 1997 as a high profile, national event to promote a culture of science in South



Africa in a festive way. The Festival aims to break through popular misconceptions and create a new mindset about science, technology, engineering and mathematics by demonstrating that these disciplines underpin our everyday activities. Visitors are able to interact with science in a colourful and non-threatening environment, while the Festival’s incredible range of interactive events also provides learners with a great opportunity to discover science outside
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the classroom. Scifest Africa also allows South Africa and the world’s leading scientists the opportunity to share their work, make science accessible to and within the reach of ordinary people, give career guidance, and act as role models for our youth. 1.2 The French embassy in South Africa [2] is implementing programs from the French Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs. The embassy is developing cooperation with South Africa around various themes including Science and Technology (S&T). The embassy is dedicated to promoting scientific culture among the South African civil society and aims to encourage public dialogue around science and technology. To this effect, and from 1999, the embassy sponsored the presence of French contributors to Scifest Africa. French contributors, mostly originating from the non-profit organization Planète Sciences [3], have presented workshops or exhibitions to more than 2700 participants at Scifest Africa from 2001 to 2011 without interruption. The Ministry has also built partnerships with some of South Africa’s largest Science Centres and regularly arranges S&T-themed exhibitions aimed at a large audience. In collaboration with esteemed Science Centres, the SciBono Discovery Centre in Johannesburg, Rhodes University in Grahamstown and the MTN ScienCentre in Cape Town, as well as the network of Alliances Françaises represented within South Africa and Lesotho, the French Embassy in Pretoria has assisted in the exhibition of a number of S&T exhibitions relevant to current issues facing South Africa. 1.3 CNES, the French Space Agency, was founded in 1961. CNES is the government agency responsible for shaping and implementing France’s space policy in



Europe. CNES motivations are partly powered by the dream to explore space for scientific discovery and to break the frontiers of knowledge. To maintain and grow this dream, CNES has developed training and knowledge transfer programmes about space and society, targeting youth and their educators. CNES is partnering with organizations, among which Planète Sciences, to implement activities throughout the country (metropole and dependencies). Since 2006, CNES, by offering documentation, display material, weather balloon kit and by authorizing translation of a poster exhibition, is bringing minor but key contribution to the success of the space outreach activities at Scifest Africa.



2- SPACE EDUCATION INSPIRATION: THE FRENCH TOUCH 2.1 Kids are all engineers Countless workshops are delivered everyday in a large number of countries to drive students towards scientific curriculum. At the eve of the new century, hands-on and outreach have become key elements of science education. Scifest Africa has emerged in this context, in Grahamstown, drawing inspiration from the distant but largest festival of its kind: the Edinburgh International Science Festival in UK. Contributors from several continents, but mostly with British heritage, joined Scifest, to deliver scientific knowledge to the public through various forms, among which workshops. Until then, a workshop was merely a dedicated one hour class-like session where pupils are sitting in rows, discovering a kit and its manual contained in a small bag, and quietly assembling the parts of a vehicle under the guidance of an educator. And beware! “the blue wheel should fit on the right, not on the left hand side of the
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vehicle”. This barely exaggerated overview of a workshop is what the French contributors discovered when they first joined Scifest in 2001. The gap in between practices developed in France and those offered in South Africa explains for a large part the success of the French workshops at Scifest Africa. The Anglo-Saxon practices were still, at that time, based on a rather academic approach where “the educator says and the pupils do”. Conversely, the “French touch” consists in placing the kids (they’re not considered pupils anymore) at the center of the workshop: they are engineers, facing a technical challenge, and they have to overcome it. At first, their parceled knowledge is gathered through questions and answers and redistributed in an orderly manner to match the goal of the workshop: build a micro-rocket as for example. Next, though they don’t know how to build a rocket, they work by pair and use their imagination. They try, they test, they discover and learn through experimentation which design or assembling process is the best. The workshop lasts for about 2h30 (including the rocket launch). The explosion of joy and the personal pride of the kids who “made it”, while the rocket flies straight in the air, is the conclusion of the workshop with a French touch. Educators, parents, festival organizers and kids themselves acknowledge the method and its results. The unpredicted consequence of this approach, is that throughout the years the French workshops have become a “must attend” and the French workshops are fully booked weeks before the start of each festival. The micro-rocket workshop has even become one of the three oldest and renowned workshops of the festival together with Chocolate making and Glass Blowing.



Fig.1: the French touch + the “Wow! effect” = the recipe for a successful workshop



2.2 It is not Rocket Science… or is it? The topics proposed all have a connection with space exploration, starting with micro-rockets. Their names: Weather Balloon, Design your Satellite, Satellite Mission control, X marks the spot, Rock’n Robs, Solarpod, Afrobot and even Semaphore Signaling which covered the foundations for wireless (and thus satellite) telecommunications. For each workshop or exhibition, the intention is clearly to bring science to the level of the attendance, of the visitors; to shine a sparkle in their eye as they understand a principle, a trick, a phenomenon or a method. The intention is to show that Rockets -and likes- are not that much “Rocket Science” as the English says. But for sure, the intention is to bring kids to become Rocket engineers!



Fig.2: yes you are because micro-rocket is not rocket science



2.3 From Science Communication to Outreach Laboratory Each year, contributors strive to offer new contents at Scifest Africa. French contributors, who are volunteers, have been leading the innovation with a new workshop each and every year. This
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represents an extensive work starting with topic selection -this requires to understand what previous years’ workshop were; then to design the contents almost from scratch, within a year, during spare time, with almost no occasion to test the creation prior to the festival. As a result, the venue (Fort Selwyn, an old fortified barrack from 1836) where the French workshops take form was nicknamed “laboratory”: a laboratory for science education and space outreach that every year hosts new and exciting workshops, to the delight of the enthusiastic attendants.



Fig.3: The Frenchies entrench in their fortified laboratory to conduct their experiments!



3- WORKSHOPS AND EXHIBITIONS 3.1 Local constraints and specificities A foreign contributor preparing workshops for South Africa will soon discover a number of difficulties, starting with the supply of material. Hardware shops hardly provide the same range of products as in a basic shop in Europe. Therefore longtime preparation and/or last minute inspiration are essential. In South Africa the education system puts a strong emphasis on the respect of adults and especially professors. Under these conditions the French Touch requires a lot of energy to bring the participants to openup and to freely answer questions or to interact. Additionally, the background of the participants (personal knowledge and imagination) is rather difficult to evaluate



as it is different in every country. Good (or bad) surprises must be expected. As for example, it is not rare to host a group from a rural school with no one able to draw a rocket, or to tell which of the stars of the clouds are closer to us. On the other side, these groups often demonstrate high level of creativity and display large and rewarding smiles. Beyond these briefly overviewed specificities, the purpose of the workshops is an issue too: should they take place once a year only in South Africa? Therefore the author has, from 2004, defined specific constraints that, up to now, match the requirements of both the French embassy and of the festival organizers. They are listed here:  At least 1 workshop a day, new each year  Maximum duration : 3 hours  For youth from 8 to 18  Host as much youth as possible (usually 14 to 16 per workshop)  Workshop easy to localize (i.e. local supply is a must)  Cheap material  Object to be manufactured and taken back home, functioning  No kit, no manual : participant make use of their personal knowledge and imagination  Scientific & pedagogy contents  Innovative workshop with regard to workshops proposed the previous year(s) at Scifest Africa Thus, educators and parents attending the workshops are given the opportunity to reproduce and develop the activities locally, on their own, throughout the year with material they can supply, for cheap, from South Africa. The activities and topics proposed from 2001 to 2011 have been either created or customized for the South African context; several of them were inspired by best practices developed in France, with the support from CNES.
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3.2 Reaching Space: Rockets and Balloon The Micro-Rocket [6] brings the younger generation to take a first step to space. Micro-Rocket, a workshop well developed in France under strong safety conditions, is proposed from 7 years old; it was presented at Scifest 2001. Rockets have since then become an icon of the festival, a trademark, a must. More than a thousand were launched in the sky of Grahamstown. Micro-rockets, propelled by A, B or C motors (from 2.5 to 10 N.s), are mainly made of cardboard, measure from ~15 cm to ~40cm and can reach 200m high with a 200km/h lift off speed (Fig.2) before falling down under a parachute. During the workshop youngsters are brought to design and manufacture their first rocket and to learn the basics of aerodynamics, flight stability, propulsion safety procedures and they also discover simple building techniques. Thanks to the customization for South Africa they also experience team-work and get spacerelated knowledge through 3 questions we answer altogether: What is a rocket? What is a rocket made for? What are the different parts of a rocket?



The Weather balloon raises 30km above the ground, while planes barely fly above 10km: a weather balloon is the ideal vehicle to answer questions such as: “what happens so high in the sky?”, “is it more hot or more cold over there?”, “can birds breath and fly so high?”. The youngsters raise assumptions and set up experiments to obtain answers. Experiments are placed onboard a basket hanging from the weather balloon. In France, the Weather Balloon programmes [7] are conducted over a school year; but Scifest Africa runs throughout a week only. The French contributors brought major innovation at Scifest 2002: they organized a one week long workshop that pupils from two Grahamstown schools joined 3 hours a day. At first the participants discovered the project: what's a weather balloon and how it flies; then ideas of experiments were brainstormed and groups were formed to prepare them. A KIWI telemetry system [7] was proposed to the group to transmit the measurements to a ground receiver. Because the workshops are not opened to the public, the contributors invited journalism students from the local Rhodes University to report the progress of the project throughout a series of articles published in the Festival’s newspaper.



Fig.4: Will my rocket fly? Will my parachute open? Don’t answer, let kids experiment!



A cheaper rocket version, the water rocket, was also presented in 2008. In this particular case, the French contributors demonstrated techniques developed in Japan. Fig.5: Communication and publication is part of the scientific experiment
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The knowledge gained includes the preparation of calibrated experiments, with strong memories connected to it. As for example the group preparing a pressure experiment went to the all wooden chemistry lab of the Rhodes University to calibrate its syringe-based sensor. Others, who were told by experts from the Weather Service that a humidity sensor is made from hairs, went to pick hairs from a local donkey (because it’s longer than human’s) to make their own sensor.



The engineers work with Styrofoam blocks, skewers and cardboard to assemble their satellite and then come to the scale to compare their creation with the rocket capability. This workshop, very simple and cheap to reproduce, places the youth in front optimization constraints they are not used to deal with. The experience is full: space touch, pedagogy, optimization...



That particular workshop is complex to reproduce without dedicated material and expertise. And that is the reason why it was reproduced in 2006 in collaboration with the South African Weather Service as detailed further. 3.3 Satellites: design, control, observe They're orbiting above our heads, we can't see them, but they are part of our everyday life. Satellites have become indispensable. The embassy of France invited visitors to understand what a satellite is, how it works and their different usages, through a comprehensive set of workshops & exhibition. The workshops are covered here while the exhibition will be presented in a further section. Satellites are famous in South Africa: households are equipped with DSTV (Digital Satellite TV) to receive TV programs. However kids still don’t know about Satellites beyond the name. The workshop Design your Satellite brings the young engineers to challenge their choice of satellite missions with the payload capability of commercial launchers. The satellites can fulfill several missions/experiments which have a defined mass and consume electricity. Solar panels will recharge the batteries inside the satellite bus, but they have a mass too! The right balance in between missions, power consumption, maximum payload of the launcher must be found.



Fig.6: Can you design your satellite mission for the next launch of Vega rocket?



At least 4 people are required for the 30 minutes mission workshop called Mission Control: two of them will play the role of the satellite, while the two other ones will be standing at the ground station and will send orders to the satellite. The workshop involves the KIWI transmitter [7] connected to a GPS receiver: the device is carried by the satellite, evolving outdoor. The ground station receives on a computer the GPS data transmitted and therefore can observe the satellite’s movements on a geo-localized map. Each team is provided with a walkie-talkie, a compass and, mission-depending, a handheld GPS receiver. The ground station team sends directions to the satellite using walkie-talkie. The satellite team follows (or at least tries to follow) the directions and its path is displayed on the ground station’s screen. Orders are given until the mission is complete…or until the satellite is completely lost! Teams then exchange roles expecting to do better than their counterpart.
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Mission control brings kids to act like satellites while, at the same time, they actually make use of satellites! This is great fun but players realize how difficult unidirectional communication can be, thus requiring well defined rules (codes) and a lot of redundant orders transmission; they also discover that reading/following directions involving compass is not such an easy science to master. They feel the precision achieved through satellite positioning. The several missions involve a screen pattern to follow, or require reaching exact coordinates. These missions somehow reflect actual satellite’s life operation sequences.



Fig.7: Houston, can you keep the satellite in line with the plans?



A blink from the Blimp is the latest of the innovative satellite workshops proposed at Scifest, in 2009. It was customized based on another workshop developed in France, called Earth Observation Balloon [6]. Yang Liwei, the first Taikonaut, created a mini revolution for Chinese schoolbooks when, after his historical flight in 2003, he reported he couldn’t see the great wall from space. Also, space detection and by extension space art have always fascinated space fans. Satellite resolutions have reached 1m and Google have made their images freely available to the public. Therefore Blink from the Blimp workshop invites kids to discover teledetection and to challenge what the satellite actually sees…does it tell us the truth?



A remote controlled device with a camera and live transmission is hanging below a blimp outside the French laboratory. It captures the image of a defined area (wind depending). The balloon represents an observation satellite. The workshop starts first by drawing the area as “from above”, infield. Back to the lab, the image is displayed on a wall with a data projector. Comparisons are made, objects are recognized…and questioned. Are the colors right? Are the dimensions right? Can we trust this image? The group is going back in the field to measure remarkable dimensions plus a reference scale of their choice. The same dimensions are measured on the picture for comparison. Differences are questioned. Measurement methods are revisited for possible improvement until a suitable accuracy is reached. Kids are here invited to challenge the information they are delivered and that are thought to be “the truth”. The improvement possibilities were popping out spontaneously: the kids rushed outside the lab to refine their measurements and calculations. The heavy technical requirements are admittedly not much in line with the original specifications for Scifest presented earlier. However the contents of the workshop are extremely rich and the learnings invite the kids (and the adults too) to investigate further and to question the images they watch.



Fig.8: Is my measure accurate?
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3.4 Controlled or autonomous? Space exploration is not limited to rockets, probes and Satellites. The French innovation extends to robotics for planetary exploration. Several robotics workshops were proposed at Scifest Africa: 100% mechanical robots (2004) and Solarpod (2008). In 2004, the challenges addressed were to build a robot that completes a mission with a fly wheel as the sole energy source. Missions were:  No table fall: your robot must not fall from the table!  Score it: your robot must drop a pingpong ball in a basket  Touch’n back: your robot must reach the wall and come back Treasures of innovation were deployed with outstanding results. This brought the kids to experience the problem of robotics autonomy (no remote control, limited energy): this represents most of the main challenges of an extra-terrestrial exploration mission.



Fig.9: Slam dunk! by a 100% mechanical robot



In 2008, the challenge was to design and build a robot with legs and powered by solar energy, in 3 hours. Lunar Rovers beware: your challengers take form in the French Laboratory at Scifest Africa!



Fig.10: Designing/building a walking robot powered by solar energy in 3 hours: they did it…can you?



3.5 Telecommunication In 2005, a discovery of the wireless communications was proposed to the South African public. Leveraging the historic semaphore present at Fort Selwyn’s ground, the participants had to design their own transmission code, including signaling, and to exchange a short message. Lots of laugh and incredible messages were received, but beyond the fun and excitement of manipulating the semaphore (and building a sample one), knowledge was gained about the transmission of information over the air, a foundation of the satellite communication.
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4.2 Collaborating with the South African Weather Service In 2006, the weather balloon workshop was proposed again at Scifest. Earlier attempts to duplicate the programme in South Africa didn’t materialize. The French Touch was mixed with the South African Weather Service expertise for a joint workshop. This was a new demonstration of the outreach extents of the activity, and the capability to run it over a single week.



Fig.11: Alpha Tango, do you copy? Over.



4- KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER: BECAUSE ONCE A YEAR IS NOT ENOUGH Because the French laboratory cannot be permanent in South Africa, knowledge transfer was proposed from 2001. It takes more than will to operate knowledge transfer. The collaboration with the national Weather Service and also SANSA (formerly Satellite Application Center) is an important part of the localization of the activities. Fig.12: Fly high, knowledge transfer!



4.1 Adults workshops The first training sessions were not proposed in South Africa before 2010, to prepare Afrobot, a robotics competition inspired by Eurobot Junior, and to introduce the French micro-rocket touch to science communicators in 3 different cities: Johannesburg, Cape-Town and Grahamstown. The French Lycée Jules Verne in Johannesburg, supported by enthusiastic professors, highly contributed to this first exchange and now ensures further knowledge transfer and exchanges among school groups of various origins in the vicinity of the capital.



4.2 Collaborating with CSIR Satellite Application Center (now SANSA) In 2007, the joint exhibition X marks the SPOT was held at Scifest. CNES provided a 1:5 scale model of the satellite SPOT, which is operated in the Southern Hemisphere from SANSA’s station in Hartebeesthoek, north of Johannesburg. The model was hanging from the venue ceiling, just above a mosaic of pictures captured from SPOT by the SANSA and forming the map of South Africa. The display was completed by an exhibition composed of 16 posters: “Sailing on outer space’s
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invisible tides”. Originally in french, CNES kindly allowed its translation by the author of this paper. SANSA speakers were explaining to the public how satellites contribute to the development of research, of our society, and were also explaining how exciting their work is, thus inspiring new careers at SANSA.



beyond Scifest Africa. A special focus is also made on Rural schools for the development of outreach activities in the country, further to a couple of promising experiences conducted around Grahamstown.



Fig.14: Bringing Space outreach to rural schools Fig.13: Did you SPOT the satellite?
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